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As the Brimz says it's all down to luck of the pharmacy draw. Yes absolutely - and Spain isnt the only country they're
available OTC either which I thought you might take interest in considering your alias. Toseina lists codeine as an active
ingredient, but also contains a lot of other ingredients to deal with coughs and such. Nobody will sell it to you because
they do not stock it. According to Wiki codeine can only be got in Spain with a prescription and not OTC, is this the
case? A simpler alternative to traipsing round the farmacias is to take advantage of the walk-in surgeries that have
sprung up on every tourist strip. I've had Valium otc a few times in Seville , Barca et Malaga. Only got 20x30mg though
so have to make them last, will prolly use them at night to get some sleep and hope they work. Look for Independent
Pharmacys n brush up on your Spanish. Damn even superb hash is everywhere in Spain: Spanish docs are accustomed to
shakedowms for the heavy stuff and will probably be relieved you're only after the vallies. Speaking the lingo and not
having Union Jack tatts or having to clutch the counter to stay upright helps as well. Only India n Sri Lanka are the only
places i been that are more lax. If you ask in enough places someone will sell it to you. As for specific pharmacies to
look out for - I couldn't say, but I'd imagine that if its the law that Diazepam can be sold over the counter in a country
then the majority if not all of the pharmacies should stock them. If you ask a few, pretty quickly you will find one that
does.May 11, - I'll be staying for about 6 weeks and friends have told me that it is usual to get these medications such as
sleeping tablets and Valium or Xanax from the chemist . So the answer to your question is yes you can buy your tablets
over the counter, they may be a different name but they still do the same thing. Actually, you can no longer buy any
prescription medication over the counter, including antibiotics. I had to see a doctor in Playa to get a prescription for
anitbiotics. Mexico laws on drugs now mirror that of the US. Reply. Report inappropriate content. sassypantsgirl. Stowe,
Vermont. Level Contributor. 7, posts. 60 reviews. Dec 17, - All nine pharmacies sold the antibiotic amoxicillin.
Environmental health consultant Dr Yunes Ramadan Teinaz said: "Antibiotics - when misused - can stop working for
everyone else. "You or I may have developed resistance because of the foolish actions of these pharmacists. "There are
very real dangers. Link > can you buy valium in tenerife Order valium online - click here. Purchase valium online
without prescription and save your money with our quality drugs! % Quality. We work only with licensed and reliable
suppliers, which allow us to offer you best quality products at a very good price. Any product we. was that recently or
what? wouldn't have imagined you could get valium! what strength/cost? and any specific pharmacys to look out for?
January Barca. last october seville Really cheap, can u speak spanish? that helps alot!! like i said it's pot luck, sorry can't
be specific them the rules bud:). I normally take a few percocets/oxys to chill out on the weekends, but I'm no longer in
USA right now and I was doing some reading on here that you can buy codeine over the counter here in Spain how is the
high compared to a percocet high? how much do you have to take to get high? how easy is it to. Canary Islands forum:
ask your questions, find answers, share your experience about Canary Islands in the expat forum Canary Islands. Blogs,
pictures, forum Canary Islands on rubeninorchids.com May 8, - Hi everyone, my sister who lives in Tenerife has just
told me that she can no longer buy antibiotics in the Pharmacia without a doctors perscription. She said this was an EU
ruling about 3 months ago. Does this apply to mainland Spain as well, we are moving to the Antequera area next month.
Top. Feb 14, - and in which countries is it not possible to buy? I started a thread like this some days ago but it appears to
have been deleted. Sorry if im wrong but i cant find it. If any moderator is guilty i can see no reason to be a member here
in drugs-forum anymore. If such useful information cant be discussed what is. I was wondering what countries allow
you to purchase benzos from a pharmacy without a prescription. Drugs like diazepam, oxazepam, clonazepam, etc.
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